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2015 Summer Updates 

E-Book and Seminar 2015  Preview  / Turf Handicapping 
 

The next two newsletters will have a variety of up-to-date information on Turf racing. Some of this 

turf information will appear in meticulous detail in the 2015 E-Book on Turf Racing and discussed 

at the seminar. It's time we tackled the subject in terms of the 21st century. 
 

Most handicappers learned about Turf Racing in the 1980s and 1990s from popular handicapping 

books.   Remember those days: pay phones, typewriters, and cassette tapes?  I'm assuming you 

would not conduct your work life these days with a phone booth, manual typewriter and a cassette 

recorder, so why do we continue to handicap Turf races with concepts that are 25 years old or 

more?   
 

HTR's considerable army of Tournament Players seemed to have progressed faster with Turf race 

handicapping than regular bettors. This was a natural transition because more longshots tend to win 

Turf races than on Dirt. The grass races have generally larger fields and more competitive races that 

tend to result in more longshots. They are more difficult to handicap with paper and pencil because 

speed figures are far more complicated on grass. Class structure is difficult to assess when horses 

switch surfaces and pedigree becomes a far more important element than with dirt racing. 
 

The E-Book analysis will separate various types of Turf races that vary considerably in how they 

are contested. Here is a first look at how we will define them in the report. 
 

 Turf Dash  4.5T - 5.0T 

 Turf Sprint  5.5T - 6.5T* 

 Turf 7s   7.0T - 7.5T* 

 Turf Mile  8.0T   

 Turf Route  8.2T - 9.5T 

 Turf Long-Route 10.0T - 14.0T  
 

* Notes   

 6.5T Downhill at SA is a unique and separate entity to be discussed on its own. 

 Turf 7s are typically run around 2-turns, thus the separation from other sprints. 
 

These distance distinctions are an important first step toward better grass handicapping results.   
 

North American grass races are much different than in Europe, Australia or Hong Kong. Pace is a 

minor consideration with the International sport while it is still a key factor here, especially with 

American grass courses that have tight turns and tend to wear the grass thin with over-racing. The 

application of temporary rails to protect the inside of the turf and allow it grow back is another 

variable in the mix that must be analyzed. 
 

A critical attribute for any successful Turf runner is the ability to "quicken" late. We'll go into this 

in great detail in the E-Book by studying the velocity numbers. As a horseplayer, you need to be 

able to identify horses that can hold position on the final turn and then rapidly accelerate when they 

have been set down for the stretch run. Pedigree, trainer, jockey and workouts are the other 

essentials to learn about for turf runners and we will bring them together to solve the puzzle of turf 

racing success for HTR handicappers. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Turf Statistics 
 

The charts and tables on the next few pages display statistical information based on general 

distance/surface categories. The E-Book will have the same details with the multiple Turf categories 

shown on the previous page. The reason for presenting these stat tables now is to highlight the key 

differences between Turf and Main Track races. 
 

Data: All Races Purse $10,000+  May 1, 2014 - April 30, 2015 
 

Keep in mind with the charts on this page that Win% and ITM% are irrelevant and not shown 

because we are considering ALL the horses in every race in order to detect a general trend. 
 

Dist/Surf            Horses     AvgField     WROI       AvgWin 
 

All Races            263571       7.86       0.75       $11.80 
 

Fast Dirt Sprint     105239       7.76       0.74       $11.50 

Fast Dirt Route       44711       7.43       0.74       $11.00 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

Turf Sprint           18307       8.88       0.78       $14.00 

Turf Route            33923       9.01       0.76       $13.80 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Artif Sprint          18103       7.70       0.79       $12.30 

Artif Route            9616       7.37       0.75       $11.10 
 

Wet Dirt Sprint       22071       7.63       0.75       $11.40 

Wet Dirt Route        11601       7.28       0.75       $10.90 
 

Analysis 

Turf Sprint     Any Turf race distance less than 1-mile (< 8.0f). 

Turf Route     Any Turf race distance 1-mile (8.0f +) or more. 
 

The Turf separation above is generic, but useful for our purposes while discussing Turf racing in 

general.  There is important information on this chart for every horseplayer in 2015 and beyond. 
 

 Artificial surface totals will see a definite decline from this data next year. Del Mar has 

replaced their all-weather track with Dirt again and the total races carded at Arlington and 

Turfway are declining. The average field size on Artificial surfaces has dropped well below 

8 starters per race in any case.   
 

 Average field size for Dirt Sprints has now dropped below 8 horses per race in North 

American.  A disquieting trend that continues going down each year despite track closures 

and reduced racing action at most plants. Many Dirt Routes are becoming unplayable as the 

average field drops toward about 7 horses per race and the typical winner barely paying 

above 4/1 odds.  
 

 Obviously the Turf races are the best bet for seeking value and longshot action. With the 

average field size at around 9 horses per race and the typical winner paying about $14, the 

horseplayer will be drawn to the competition on grass for investment. The totals here for 

2014-2015 far exceed the number of turf races run 20 years ago so the opportunities are 

increasing on the lawn.  Many more maidens, claimers and even 2yr olds are running on the 

grass than in past eras of horse racing.   
 

 Looks like the 365-day test sample had a larger than normal number of Wet Dirt races 

reminding us that it had been a wet year in most of the country 2014-2015. Lots of 

cancellations occurred due to bad weather during this period as well.   
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Handicapping with HTR 

Turf Handicapping Statistics 
 

For the remainder of this article we'll discuss the stats based on separating "Non-Turf" from the two 

general grass-race categories Turf Sprint and Turf Route. The E-Book 2015 will have a complete 

separation of all Turf distances as shown on page-2. I want to use the newsletters as an appetizer for 

the major study on Turf Racing to be discussed at the seminar. 
 

We start by looking at the performance of Tote-Favorites (lowest odds horse in race). 
 

Tote Favorites   Purse $10,000+   

Dist/Surf             Plays     Win  ITM    WROI  PROI   
 

All Non-Turf          27703     37%  72%    0.82  0.86 
 

Turf Sprint            2132     33%  67%    0.85  0.88     

Turf Route             3905     33%  67%    0.85  0.86 
 

Analysis 

Favorites are now approaching a 40% win rate and 75% ITM with Non-Turf races in some 

locations.  That's a lot of live chalk and a win rate comparable to harness racing. Luckily Turf 

racing is holding the favorites to the traditional 33% rate for winning favorites and that's good news 

for value and price hunting. 
 

Notice the (Favorites) Win-ROI for Turf races is actually higher than the Non-Turf despite a lower 

win rate. This indicates winning Favorites on Turf pay more. Non-Turf average win payoff for 

favorites is just $4.40 while on grass it is over $5.00.    

 
Next we look at ROI comparisons between common handicapping factors in HTR. These columns 

show the returns for common factors used in HTR.    
 

Win-ROI Comparison    Purse $10,000+ 

Dist/Surf           K=1    Fr1=1    Fr3=1    PER=1   Class=1    $$      
 

All Non-Turf        0.82   0.85     0.82     0.85    0.85     0.82 
 

Turf Sprint         0.83   1.00     0.85     0.85    0.84     0.81 

Turf Route          0.87   0.82     0.83     0.86    0.84     0.95 
 

Analysis 

An ROI below 0.83 is a value that indicates the factor is not producing enough overlays, value plays 

or longshots to overcome the takeout. It doesn't mean the factor can't be combined with other 

elements to produce a profitable return (ROI over 1.00), but it will require a lot more digging and 

filtering to overcome. When the ROI reaches 0.85, there is a sliver of good news that may spell 

potential price plays in the mix. At 0.90 and up, there is definite potential. 
 

From this chart we see that the conventional pace-speed-class approaches have little to offer with 

the Non-Turf races. There is still a glimmer of hope with Fr1, PER and Class. With K=1 and Fr3=1, 

too many favorites and low-odds horses are winning and the ROI suffers. 
 

The Turf races have a few interesting possibilities here. Especially the Turf Sprint ROI for Fr1. 

Also the "$$" and K=1 results were promising with the Turf Routes. In general, the Turf ROI are a 

tad higher overall than the Non-Turf for the standard handicapping factors in HTR.   
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Handicapping with HTR 

Turf Handicapping Statistics 
 

Next we look at other individual ratings within HTR and compare them with the three dist/surf 

categories.  This will help us learn more about the winning analytics of Turf racing these days.  
 

Fr1 Advantage 

We noted on the previous page that Fr1 held a strong hand with Turf Sprints. Let's investigate the 

rating Fr1 Advantage (Fr1 Adv.) to locate the strongest top Fr1 plays. If you are not familiar with 

Fr1 Adv., it is described in detail in the HTR-Pedia and is a rating that is unique to HTR that 

identifies Fr1=1 runners that are highly likely to see the lead and control the pace. 
 

Fr1 Advantage   Purse $10,000+ 

Dist/Surf           Plays   Win  ITM    WROI  PROI   AvgWin  High        
 

All Non-Turf         7317   23%  53%    0.89  0.84   $7.70   $139 
 

Turf Sprint           676   17%  40%    0.97  0.98   $11.20  $130 

Turf Route           1112   11%  31%    0.88  0.76   $15.80  $119 
 

Analysis 

Conventional wisdom with almost all handicappers is that early speed is a negative on the grass, 

even if the horse is likely to clear and control the fractions. They are both right and wrong with that 

assessment.  Yes, the win rate is lower on grass for the front speed, yet the odds are far higher on 

Turf and that keeps the ROI in a strong position for enlightened bettors. 
 

The Turf Sprint win rate with Fr1 Adv. is about 17% and only 40% finish 1-2-3. So there is good 

evidence that too much early foot can be a knockout punch. On the other hand, the public is largely 

under-estimating their chances and the ROI is nearly a break-even.   
 

Turf Routes present a huge obstacle for top Fr1 plays. Just 11% manage to Win and only 31% finish 

ITM.  Yet note the ROI does not suffer too much at 0.88 despite that paltry win rate. The public is 

particularly negative toward front-runners in Turf Routes and the odds are usually generous. The 

front-runners rarely hang on but when they do, they pay boxcars. 
 

Back in the 1990s, we saw this same dynamic with dirt racing, especially routes. Bettors did not 

trust Fr1 early speed to hang on because they observed them quitting in the stretch more often than 

not. Those observations were correct in terms of win rate as they are now with Turf races. But the 

risk of betting on the speedy Fr1 plays was outweighed by a surprising pattern of fat overlays and 

charitable odds. The value of Fr1 on Dirt has been severely depressed over the last 15 years because 

serious handicappers are well aware of pace and early speed methods. Yet, with Turf racing, the 

negative perception about early speed hasn't changed much and the odds are great. 
 

We'll learn more about Fr1 and Turf racing in the coming months. For now I wanted to open your 

eyes to the potential risk/reward that exists with the grass races. Bomb and value price potential is 

there, but the losers are going to mount in bunches. So we need to learn some strategies to enhance 

our chances with these Fr1 horses. 
 

In my four decades as a horseplayer, Fr1 winners on Turf have anchored several major scores both 

with money bets and tournament finishes. It's a high-risk area of handicapping to be sure, but one 

you should explore if you want to become a homerun hitter. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Turf Handicapping Statistics 
 

Early Speed (Field Split) 

Let's look at another aspect of early speed with the Turf statistics. In past newsletters we have 

looked at the concept of field-splitting or comparing positional placement at the 1st call with Front 

Half vs. Rear Half. It is an interesting idea but does not offer a lot of potential for profits because 

most bettors are well aware that the majority of winners are positioned in the front half of their field 

at the 1st call (2.0f Sprint, 4.0f Route). The impact value is strong for "front half", but the ROI is 

not. Horses coming from the back-half of the field don't win nearly as often, but they pay higher 

prices. So it is a statistical tradeoff that does not help us much. 
 

Early Speed / 1st Call Leaders 

We'll try something a little different in this sample and look at horses that actually took the lead at 

the 1st call in these races and find out what typically happens to them. The 1st-Call Leader is an 

"after the fact" piece of information that comes from the result chart when the race is over, so it 

can't be directly used in handicapping, but it should provide us with a useful window of 

understanding about the nature of front-speed and horse racing outcomes. 
 

The data below comes from Robot3. The "Race Leaders (1st Call)" filter is found on the 'Angles' 

module.  The "Learn New" report has a statistic labeled "AvgFn" (Average Finish Position) that we 

can use for comparison as well as noting how often the leader holds on to win ("Won" column) and 

finish 1-2-3 (ITM).  No ROI statistics here because this is information computed after the races are 

over and hopefully no one is allowed to bet after the horses pass the 1st-call!       
 

1st Call Leader   Purse $10,000+ 

Dist/Surf        Plays    Won   ITM   AvgFin       
 

All Non-Turf     27673    29%   61%     3.1       

 

Turf Sprint       2059    28%   55%     3.3 

Turf Route        3764    18%   45%     3.8    
 

Analysis 

The historical benchmark for North American racing was that approximately 30% of race leaders at 

the 1st-Call, go on to win. That continues to hold for most distance/surface and sprints are higher 

than routes as expected. The typical race leader finishes 3rd on average, so this is a fundamental 

factor with almost every race outcome.   
 

Turf Sprinters that have taken the lead in their race will go on to win about 28% of the time, which 

is slightly less than Dirt Sprinters (31%). However, the Turf Sprint leaders have a rather low ITM 

rate. This means that a lot of front-speed quits badly in the stretch of a turf sprint.   
 

The outlier here is clearly Turf-Routes. Just 18% of the leaders at the 1st-Call (4.0f) hold on to win 

their race and less than half (45%) manage to finish in the trifecta. But that 18% win number is 

much higher in North American than in Europe because our turf courses tend to be smaller with 

tight turns. Most handicappers would point to this 18% win stat as confirmation of conventional 

wisdom that front-runners in Turf Routes are bad bets and it is never good to see your horse in front 

going long on the grass. But that is an assessment mistake because early speed in Turf Routes pays 

far better odds than on Dirt or Poly and longshots are plentiful. So the 18% success rate for the 

leader is not that bad if the odds are fair (6/1 or more).    
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Handicapping with HTR 

Turf Handicapping Statistics 

Fit and Ready 

The "Fit and Ready" label is a strong indicator of current fitness and race-readiness based on 

workout activity. Let's look at the statistics for the three categories being studied and notice a huge 

dichotomy in results with this factor. 
 

Fit & Ready    Purse $10,000+ 

Dist/Surf           Plays   Win  ITM    WROI  PROI   AvgWin  High        
 

All Non-Turf         7317   23%  53%    0.89  0.84   $7.70   $139 
 

Turf Sprint          432    13%  41%    0.68  0.74   $10.50  $65 

Turf Route           909    17%  43%    0.96  0.89   $11.00  $79 
 

Analysis 

An inexplicably bad ROI result with Turf Sprints seems like a fluke. The sample size is modest 

(432) so the test may have pointed out a lengthy losing streak with grass sprinters during this 365-

day test period.  The ITM rate of 41% is about normal, so we may be looking at a factor that has 

been thoroughly 'snake-bit' out of the exacta for awhile. Or it could reveal that Fit & Ready has no 

value with Turf Sprints as it certainly does with Turf Routes (17% Win / 0.96 ROI). 

 
Luck and $$ 

An interesting combo when seeking an overlay, price play or live longshot is the pairing of the Luck 

rating + $$. Both of these ratings are excellent for spot plays when tailored and filtered. The 

filtering is necessary because these ratings tend to cluster onto multiple horses in the same race and 

that reduces the overall statistical value. By combining them, we can greatly reduce the play count 

while hopefully targeting a profit-worthy rating.   
 

Luck + $$    Purse $10,000+ 

Dist/Surf          Plays    Win  ITM    WROI  PROI   AvgWin  High        
 

All Non-Turf        7819    15%  44%    0.89  0.87   $12.00  $101 
 

Turf Sprint          735    13%  38%    0.93  0.93   $14.80  $68 

Turf Route          1413    17%  37%    0.93  0.87   $14.00  $80 
 

Analysis 

Turf races are the most productive with the spot play $$ + Luck. The win rate is low, so generous 

odds of 6/1 or more are needed to consider a bet.   
 

All Turf races combined show an ROI of about 0.93 (-7%) with over 2000 Plays for the Luck and 

$$ combo.  That leaves plenty of room for additional filtering to formulate a positive return.  Below 

is a spot play I came up with that produces in a good ROI (1.07) with over 900 plays. Try it in 

Robot3 and see what results you achieve. Older males in Open company is the added element. This 

is a longshot play so be aware that a low Win% is expected. 
 

 Purse 10k+ 

 Turf only (any distance) 

 $$ 

 Luck 

 3/4up (remove races restricted for 2yr and 3yr) 

 Males (remove Females) 

 Open races only (remove State-Bred) 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Significant Trainer Change / Robot3 Ideas 
 

Trainer changes are a curious and possibly effective handicapping factor. They come in many 

flavors but these are the typical reasons why a horse changes trainer from its last start. 
 

1. Claimed the horse from another trainer. 

2. Ownership transfers the horse to a new trainer for a variety of reasons.  

3. The horse ships to a new circuit and gets a new owner and/or trainer. 
 

(1) is by far the most common and a day-to-day reality at most tracks. The bottom line with (2) and 

(3) is usually that the ownership is looking to win with a horse that has not been meeting 

expectations. This is the same as firing the coach for a losing sports team. How do we separate the 

trainer changes that are resolute from those that are less important? 
 

Robot3 does not have a specific filter set to catch all the different types of trainer changes. But there 

are several tricks we can use to locate the significant ones.  By "significant" trainer change we want 

those that either cost a lot of money or were directed ownership moves that are seeking 

improvement.   
 

 Filter: "Trainer Change" in the 'Angles' module. This filter locates any trainer change from 

the previous start. Sometimes this is an innocuous switch in name only, such as sending the 

horse to a family member. It can even happen when the trainer is suspended and the name 

of the current trainer is changed to the assistant. The suspended trainer is probably still 

calling the shots.    
 

 Raise the purse level: The "Range Filters" module has a Purse range setting. If the purse is 

set at $30,000 and up, those trainer changes, even if claimed, are probably a significant 

happening. At $50,000 purse and higher (see page-10) we know they were serious. 
 

 PED 450+: If there is a trainer change with a horse with a high pedigree rating, chances are 

good that the horse has upside and potential, particularly if age 4 or less. 
 

Let's look at the data for Trainer Change since last start when today's purse is between $30,000 and 

$100,000. Those purse levels should remove a lot of the 'noise' of the claiming changes. Even if the 

trainer did claim the horse last time, entering it for purse of $30,000 or more probably means they 

spent more than $30,000 to acquire it. That's our goal here, to find out if trainer changes matter 

when there is sizeable money involved.   
 

Trainer Change  Non-Maiden  Purse $30,000 - $100,000 

Dist/Surf           Plays   Win  ITM    WROI  PROI   AvgWin  High        
 

All                  5169   13%  37%    0.84  0.79   $13.20  $158 
 

Alw/Stk              3974   12%  23%    0.80  0.77   $13.60  $158 

Clm                  1195   16%  45%    0.99  0.90   $12.00  $84 

Msw                  1059   12%  33%    0.86  0.74   $14.10  $134 

Mcl                   346   13%  41%    0.82  0.79   $12.30  $109 
 

Analysis 

All the good stuff is with the (non-maiden) claimers. Horses claimed and then re-entered at a purse 

of $30,000+ win 16% of the time and nearly provide a flat-bet profit. So the claiming-race Trainer 

Changes are an excellent potential source of spot plays and longshots. The Alw/Stakes trainer 

Switches have poor results and it is a bit surprising. Let's look further on the next page. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

Significant Trainer Change / Robot3 Ideas 
 

Let's press it up and go for a minimum of $50,000 to $5 million in purse money with the Trainer 

Change element. Most of the races in this test will be Alw/Stakes categories. We'll include the 

maidens and claimers in this test because the minimum purse value will eliminate the more 

speculative claims and cheaper stock. Rather than present any more stat tables, let's look at the 

Good, Bad and Ugly in the data when the horse changes trainer and then enters for a purse of $50k 

or more next out. 
 

Good 
 

Pedigree  PED=1, PED 450+, HotPED all strong ROI 

Lasix   (L1 or L2) flat bet profits 

Fresh   A short rest is a great investment for horse, trainer and bettor 

Blinkers OFF  Huge ROI, very few plays 

Just Broke Maiden Strong returns when they switch barns after breaking the maiden 

Stretchout (Dirt) Nice profit when they go from sprint to route on Dirt  

Fr1   Any Fr1 top rating including Fr1=1, Fr1 Dom, etc. gets a big ROI boost 

Live Longshot Tags "Tour", "$", "Luck", "OD:70+", "Lone$$";  most did well  

Turf Sprint  ROI = 1.05 with about 300 plays 

 

Bad 
 

Favorites  Win 33%, lower than average 

Razor Sharp  Surprisingly most of the Razor ratings did terrible 

2TS   Second lifetime starters did not perform well for their new trainer 

Jockey   Nothing related to jockeys added any value (i.e. JKY=1, JKY 350+)  

$$   An exception to the Live Longshot success above, no good 

2yr/3yr   The young ones are highly volatile after a barn change 

TRN 400+  Not terrible for Super Trainer, but under-perform for sure 

 
Ugly 
 

Improve Yes=0   No improvement factors spells "loser" 93% of the time 

KAT=0   Without any positive angles - very few winners 

HTR=1, K=1  Amazingly bad, barely 20% winners for the top (K) or HTR! 

Turf/Artif Route < 10% winners and miserable ROI 

Females  Fickle fillies; extremely bad results 
 

Analysis 

The "Bad" and "Ugly" lists could go on and on. Many of them are in direct conflict with the 

"Good". For example, "$$" and "Bomb" did terrible in this test, while "$" and "Tour" did great. The 

discord in the data is remarkable. It is inconsistent and incongruous information. What's happening? 

What could be the explanation for such as myriad of results that often seem so contradictory and 

even bizarre? 
 

The answer can be found in almost all sports. High priced contracts for elite professional athletes 

based on past-performance are extremely risky as you know. Some continue to perform at high 

levels after moving to a new team for big bucks - but many players go downhill in a hurry, get hurt 

or just plain stink.  The same is true in the horse racing game as it is even more of a dice throw with 

talented thoroughbreds.   My advice here is to bet-against high profile trainer changes when the 

horse is low odds in a race with a high purse value. They are making a risky investment, a shot in 

the dark, but you don't have to take that risk. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

5.0f Gate Works 
 

We have discussed the power of 5-furlong workouts extensively in previous  newsletters and they 

are a critical element for many ratings in HTR including Razor Sharp, Fit & Ready, Improve rating, 

Buzz and KAT scores. In this article we'll focus on the 5-furlong workouts that were morning drills 

from a starting gate. 
 

Most morning workouts are 'walk up' or 'jog up' and the horse gets a running start. Gate works are 

typically run a bit slower because the horse breaks from a standing start. Gate works are used for 

schooling nervous runners as well as acclimating rookies to the realities of afternoon racing. 

Sometimes multiple horses or "team" workouts are held from the gate to simulate racing conditions 

and competition.  In any case, it’s a trainer's decision to schedule it and it requires some purposeful 

planning.   
 

Five-furlong workouts are of considerable value for thoroughbred fitness. 5-furlongs is the workout 

distance that requires the maximum combination of speed and stamina. When the 5.0f workout is 

particularly impressive, we label it "Razor Sharp" in HTR. So it will be intriguing to find out how 

well the horses with Razor Sharp Gate works perform statistically.   
 

Important Test Note:  For these tests, the 5-furlong gate workouts must have been drilled since the 

horse’s last start and within the last 28-days. The gate work did not necessarily have to be the 

horse's most recent workout as it could have occurred any time in the last 28-days as long as the 

horse did not race in the interim.  
 

5.0f Gate Works    Purse $10,000+ 

Dist/Surf           Plays   Win  ITM    WROI  PROI   AvgWin  High        
 

All 5f Gate         26704   12%  36%    0.77  0.76   $12.80  $242 
 

Razor Sharp 5Gate    3495   18%  45%    0.93  0.89   $10.50  $112 
 

Analysis 

The ROI power lies with the Razor Sharp 5f-gate workouts only. The "Gate" aspect does improve 

the results with Razor Sharp so it is worth considering for inclusion in Robot3 and our Export for 

users to explore further. 
   
But what about the poor results overall with "All 5f Gate" workouts? It could be indicative of the 

problems horses have that need to train from the gate. Gate works are often used for inexperienced, 

'green' and unruly young horses. If they don't run a Razor Sharp drill then the problems may not 

have been solved and issues continue when they race. Keep that distinction in mind when you 

assess 5.0 gate works and seek out those labeled Razor Sharp in HTR. 
 

On the next page, we'll isolate Maidens and FTS and 2TS for impact with 5f-Gate works. 
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Handicapping with HTR 

5.0f Gate Works / Maidens - FTS/2TS 

 
5-furlong Gate Workouts / Maidens 

Now we look at maidens in general and FTS and 2TS specifically with the 5f-Gate drill. 
 

5.0f Gate Works   Maidens Only    Purse $10,000+ 

Dist/Surf              Plays   Win  ITM    WROI  PROI   AvgWin  High        
 

Any 5f Gate            15223   12%  36%    0.77  0.76   $12.80  $225 
 

Razor Sharp 5Gate       1558   21%  50%    1.09  0.94   $10.50  $112 
 

Analysis 

Maidens with a 5f Razor Sharp Gate workout offer excellent returns. Here we see a healthy flat-bet 

profit with over 1500 plays and half of them finishing 1-2-3. The public has obviously not caught 

on to the (Razor Sharp) angle yet. 

  
FTS and 2TS   5f Gate  Razor Sharp 

Next we look at the rookies to see how they do with this angle. 

 
5.0f  Razor Sharp Gate Works   Maidens Only    Purse $10,000+ 

Dist/Surf              Plays   Win  ITM    WROI  PROI   AvgWin  High        
 

Any Razor Sharp 5Gate   1558   21%  50%    1.09  0.94   $10.50  $112 
 

FTS                      607   19%  49%    1.10  0.98   $11.50  $60 

2TS                      368   25%  51%    1.22  1.02   $9.60   $112 
 

Analysis           

These are exceptional returns with the FTS and 2TS sample groups, and this confirms the power of 

Razor Sharp works from the gate. How do we explain these outstanding results?    
 

Luckily the public and most other handicapping software programs are unable to quantify workouts 

like we do with HTR. But more than that, we are able to test everything rigidly with the Robot and 

our database files and receive feedback on what actually promotes ROI profits. As you noticed in 

the data above, a typical 5f-gate drill on its own has very little impact. Only when we assign the 

label "Razor Sharp" does it pay off. Razor Sharp is unique to HTR and would be difficult to eyeball 

when perusing the 'Form or past-performances. 
 

Robot3 will add "Gate Drill" to the next version (July 2015) as will the HX44 export. 
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Announcements and Reminders 

 
 

Las Vegas Seminar 2015 

The Annual HTR Seminar will take place on Wednesday July 22, 2015 at the Gold Coast 

Hotel in Las Vegas, 10am - 4pm. We hope you will make plans to join us for a fresh look at 

handicapping and discussion of HTR tools. Our focus this year will be Turf Racing. The E-

Book is included with the $40 door admission, no RSVP is necessary.    
 

HTR-Pedia Update 

Check it out on the homepage link below. Read the Updates section for the latest 

information. http://www.homebased2.com/km/pdf/HTR-PEDIA.pdf 
 

Software Updates 

We'll have updates throughout the summer with most programs. Watch for announcements 

on the HTR-Discussion forums. 
 

 
 

HTR   Handicapping Technology & Research 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

  
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR 

Subscriber Zone around the 15
th
 of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter 

for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required for PDF viewing.  Past issues over a 

year old are available in our website archive library. 

 
Products and services from HTR 

HTR Unlimited Download $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current issue included with monthly subscription for members. 

Archived Newsletters from 2000-2013 Located in the HTR-Library on our website. 

 

 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/

